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Liz Lewinson is an award-winning author, speaker, technologist, teacher,
strategic planner, and feminist. She is Vice President and Treasurer of The
Frederick P. Lenz Foundation for American Buddhism. Liz began her career
as a freelance journalist and soon segued into Hollywood relations, landing A-
list clients in a number of entertainment sectors. Intrigued by the field of
computer science, she left public relations in the 90s and took in-depth
training in computer science and was soon managing complex, multi-million
dollar I.T. projects for top Wall Street firms. Through her company, Skye Pearl,
she currently focuses on creating powerful and meaningful global
communications through books, film, and other media.

Over many millennia, men were conditioned by wrong
ideas of masculinity. They were taught constricted
views of loving kindness, self, and power. These
incorrect messages damaged all the different
relationships in men’s lives. An objective look at power
shows that power is not domination and control; it is
fluidity and change – the core quality, we are now
realizing, of women.  If females represent power, where
does this leave men? Men possess the strongest force
in the universe – love. Not passion, not romance – a
deep, resonant love from the heart.  A love for life, for
being. By understanding the vast innate power of
women and the deep loving kindness of men, both
sexes can step into their full power, help heal their
relationships, and re-calibrate our world.
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"In her new book, The Power of the Loving Man,
Liz Lewinson continues the work she began in

Women, Meditation, and Power. She dives deeper
into the main issue underlying gender inequality

and the violence we witness in ourselves and
in the world..."

MEN ARE THE LOVING
SPECIES ON THE PLANET.
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- Turīya (Jenna Sundell), Author, meditation teacher,
and founder of Dharma Center in San Diego
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